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MILLERGRAM 

by Bill Miller 
billmilleratsea.com 

 
                                              April 2015 

 

BOOKS: Blue Star Line was one of Britain's greatest shipping lines, noted for its fine 
looking freighters and splendid passenger-cargo liners (on the London-East Coast of 
South America run and such as the 50-passenger combo passenger-cargo Paraguay 
Star shown here). Most of all, I think Blue Star – which sadly left the seas in recent 
years – was noted for their very pronounced funnels dominated, rather expectedly, by 
a big blue star. Their great fleet is now well recorded – and in glorious detail and with 
equally glorious photos – in a new hardcover by Blue Star Line: A Fleet History. 
Expertly compiled by Tony Atkinson, the thick hardcover is published over in the UK, 
by our good friends at Ships in Focus Publications. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Several summers ago, onboard the Queen Mary 2, I met passenger John Spooner.   
Long retired by then, he had sailed with the London-based Blue Star Line. "I served as 
a deckhand with the Blue Star, which ran 4 combination passenger-cargo liners down 
to South America from London. I served on three of them --- the Argentina Star, 
Paraguay Star & Uruguay Star. Somehow, I missed the fourth, the Brasil Star.  
These ships were known as the 'BA Flyers'. They could make the run from London to 
Buenos Aires in 2 1/2 weeks. Otherwise, the full round trips took  7 weeks. These ships 
were very crisply run, catering to a business trade and some high-end travelers and 
tourists. They had very smart interiors for only 50 passengers each. They were very 
much like smart London clubs but at sea. Blue Star was owned by the very rich 

 

 

 

 

Paraguay Star 1959 (Photo: Peter Stacey collection) 
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Vestey family and they use to  personally inspect these ships during their layovers in the 
London Docks. Everything had to shine and gleam. Once, I told Lord Vestey to 'clear off'.  
It was a mistake, of course – I  didn't recognize him!"    

 "The Vestey family owned hundreds of butcher shops throughout the UK as well as 
Armour and Swift meat companies. They also had vast holdings in South America, 
especially in Argentina. And of course they owned Blue Star, which altogether had about 
50 or 60 ships back then. We used to load huge quantities of beef carcasses at Buenos 
Aires. It was chilled, however, and not frozen --- and hung on hooks. I remember we used 
to clean those hooks with something called Topane, which burned your hands. The cargo 
holds were cavernous and the meat compartments had big, insulated doors. At night, 
when the day's loading was complete, we'd go ashore. Buenos Aires was a great place. 
Back then, you could get a steak dinner for as little as 50 cents!"   

CARNIVAL: Customer loyalty!  It was a first-ever in Carnival's 33-year-history – a 
couple from Florida set off in March on their 100th Carnival cruise and each of them on 
the same ship, the 2,052-bed Carnival Sensation. Indeed, they deserved at least a bottle 
of bubbly! ... The bigger Carnival Sunshine will make no less than 20 cruises out of New 
York and then others from varied US East Coast ports in 2016.  

 

 

Carnival Sunshine at Naples  Aug 2013  (Photo: Tim Noble) 

CRYSTAL CRUISES: Advance scheduling! Last month, Crystal became the first 
cruise line to announce voyages as far in advance as 2018. Both the Crystal Serenity 
and Crystal Symphony will make circumnavigations, but then will meet one another in 
Sydney and where guests can switch ships. Crystal is calling it "four world cruises". 

EUROPE: Growing market! Last year, more Europeans – 6.3 million in all – took 
cruises than ever before. Meanwhile, Germany has surpassed the UK and became the 
world's 2nd largest cruise market (following North America). France had the greatest 
European cruise growth, however,  with a 14% increase last year. 
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FLORIDA: Sad news! Dr Richard Gottlieb was a longtime friend – and a great collector 
and enthusiast of the grand eras of ocean liners, steam locomotives, skyscrapers, Cole 
Porter and just about anything and everything to do with the Art Deco age of the 1930s 
(and beyond). We were very sorry to hear of his passing last Christmas Day down in 
south Florida. Dr Gottlieb had great knowledge, obvious high passion and was a first-
class collector. I recall one winter afternoon about twenty-five years ago and when I 
visited him at his "mansion" up in Larchmont, New York (he later moved to Florida after 
retiring from his medical practices). The house was all but "ablaze" with models – all 
those ships and trains and vintage toys. He actually liked mixing well-made, detailed, 
authentic models with toys, even bargain toys. The mix was interesting. In all, there were 
several thousand items. A standout, as I recall, was a 3-ft long tin model of the German 
liner Imperator – mustard-colored funnels, tin flags on the masts, gloss paint and little 
lifeboats resting in davits. He had other, pre-World War I tin models – all highly 
collectible and rare – and none other than Malcolm Forbes, a collector of "tin boats,"  was  

 

 

 

due the following day for a viewing. Richard wrote 
the foreword for our book Liners of the Golden Age 
and often encouraged me to write books that linked 
the great liners with the great skyscrapers, the 
great trains and even the great zeppelins. 
Coincidentally, when I received the news of his 
passing (in March), I was scribbling away on a new 
book called Sailing & Soaring, about those great 
liners and skyscrapers. I was planning to send a 
copy to Richard. 

NEW YORK: Manhattan skyscrapers & the great liners! In the attached view, there's 
the great Normandie arriving at New York on her maiden voyage in 1935 with two of 
Lower Manhattan's greatest skyscrapers behind, the 72-story Bank of Manhattan and 
the 66-floor Cities Service buildings. Last month, I hosted a showing – for the Art Deco  

 

 

Society of New York at the imposing Rose 
Auditorium at Cooper Union – of the BBC film 
Deco: The Art of Glamour. Yes, it was all 
glamour and great style – towers, trains, the 
great liners and those Hollywood films. All very 
Fred & Ginger! Meanwhile, I was spending days 
scribbling a new book, Sailing & Soaring, about 
the 20th century race for size and distinction 
among the great Atlantic liners and the great 
Manhattan skyscrapers.   

NORWEGIAN CRUISE:  Tightening its belt!  Some 200 employees at NCL 
headquarters in Miami were cut from the company payroll last March. Sadly, more 
cuts are expected.  
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OCEAN LINER COLLECTIBLES:  Poster style! By 1945, at the end of World War 
II, the Hamburg America Line fleet was in ruins. All of their celebrated liners were 
either destroyed or seized by the Allies. Rebuilding was slow and restricted by Allied 
supervision. In 1957, the ownership of Hamburg America changed hands and a plan 
emerged to restore something of its pre-war passenger & cruise service and so the 
Company bought the otherwise small, 7,700-ton Swedish passenger ship Patricia. 
Built in 1951, this good-looking ship had been used across the North Sea, sailing 
between Gothenburg and London.   But that trade was fading, mostly in the face of 
airline competition, and the ship went over  to Hamburg America, was extensively 
refitted at a Hamburg shipyard and was renamed Ariadne.  She was described as a 
"cruising yacht," carrying only 293 passengers (in 159 well-fitted cabins) and featured 
an outdoor pool, sun deck and almost full air-conditioning.   Afterward, she did mostly 
luxury voyages – the Baltic, Norwegian fjords, the Mediterranean and across the 
Atlantic to the Caribbean, South America and even up to Amazon -- with mostly the 
first wave of post-war West German travelers. She seemed popular, but in fact was not  

   

 

a financial success – she lasted less than four years with 
Hamburg-America. In October 1960, she was bought by Nassau-
based owners and operated under the same name by Miami-
headquartered Eastern Steamship Lines (and later under charter 
to the Caribbean Cruise Lines).  A later charter saw her sailing 
between Miami, Nassau and Freeport as the Freeport II and, in 
1973, she was sold to Chandris Cruises, becoming their Bon 
Vivant (this changed, in 1978,  to Ariane). Her later years were 
troubled – financial as well as financial woes – and, as the 
Empress Katerina, spent time out in the Far East.  There was a  

 
guest appearance in the French film Indochine before she went to the breakers. The 
poster shown here, from the ship's days as the Ariadne in the late '50s, sold recently 
for $400. 

OCEAN LINER HISTORY: Fifty years ago, in May and August of 1965, the Italian 
Line put out its red carpet of welcome:  the twin super liners Michelangelo and 
Raffaello came into service. They were biggest, fastest, splashiest Italian ocean liners 

 

 

since the era in the 1930s of the Rex and the Conte di Savoia. At nearly 45,000 tons 
and 902 feet in length, these all-white beauties could carry up to 1,775 passengers and 
still in the traditional three classes: first, cabin and tourist. They were used mostly in 
classic trans-ocean service – Naples, Genoa, Cannes & Gibraltar to New York. There 
were the occasional cruises – winter hops down to the sunny Caribbean and the 
periodic longer jaunts such as New York to Rio for Carnival or all the great ports of the  
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entire Mediterranean. With their glorious 
interiors  (even every cabin down in 
tourist class had a private shower & toilet) 
and other amenities such as no less than 
six outdoor pools, they seemed very 
popular. In fact, they never earned even a 
single lire in their ten-year careers with 
the Italian Line. In the age of the jet, they 
were simply too late for profitable trans-
Atlantic service and, with powerful Italian 
unions in the background, too expensive 

to operate. By 1973, as fuel oil prices tripled, their days were numbered. Both were sold 
to the Shah of Iran's government in 1976 but for use as moored army barracks.  The 
Raffaello was later sunk during an Iraqi air attack while the much neglected 
Michelangelo was hauled away to the scrappers in 1991. 

P&O CRUISES: Rule Britannia!    

 

 

 

At Southampton on March 13th, 88-year-old Queen Elizabeth II– accompanied by 94-
year-old Prince Philip – named the biggest-ever liner designed especially for British 
cruising with British passengers enjoying British style, decor and service. Called 
Britannia, it was of course also the name of the royal yacht, which sailed for forty-three 
years, from 1954 until 1997. The yacht is now a moored tourist attraction and 
conference center berthed at Leith, near Edinburgh, in Scotland. The 3,657-berth, 
Italian-built liner is  the largest passenger ship in P&O's 178-year history. After the  
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scrappers, they have laid-up their 
1961-built Funchal (shown below). 
That latter named ship has just had a 
life-extending refit, but relies on 
charter cruising to survive. 
Portuscale has recently axed all of it 
own cruises and instead will rely on 
charters. They also operate the 
Azores, the largely rebuilt but 1948-
era ship that had been Sweden's  
Stockholm (yes, of Andrea Doria 
collision fame).   The 659-passenger 
Azores is currently operating on a 
British cruise charter. 

 

ceremonies, the new, $900 million Britannia set off on a Mediterranean cruise.   The 
Queen is no novice to naming ships.   She has done over thirty in her 63-year reign – 
and among them, the list includes such liners as the Caronia, Southern Cross, Empress 
of Britain, QE2, Oriana (1995), Queen Mary 2 and Queen Elizabeth. 

PORTUSCALE CRUISES: Rough seas! This niche, Portugese cruise line has 
encountered financial problems and, aside from selling their Lisboa (1955) to Indian  

 

ROYAL CARIBBEAN: "This way to the pool deck!" March included a tour & lunch 
aboard the four-month-old Quantum of the Seas. The 1,139-ft long ship (seven feet 
longer than, say, the Queen Mary 2) was berthed between cruises at the new cruise 
terminal at Cape Liberty in Bayonne, New Jersey. The German-built Quantum is one of 
the world's largest cruise ships – weighing in at 168,666 tons and with a maximum 
capacity of 4,905 passengers. She's a floating skyscraper with 18 decks, a soaring white 
superstructure and, for a change at Royal Caribbean, her owners, a light blue hull (to 
reduce the reflection of the sun).  Our tour was quite thorough – we saw more than a 
few of the ship's 2,090 penthouses, suites, mini-suites and regular staterooms. The 
suites, we found, were well done and spacious; the less expensive inside rooms were 
interesting and included "Virtual Portholes," a large, mounted-on-a-wall, high 
definition TV screen showing live views outside the ship and thereby giving the illusion 
of having a window view and having daylight. The $900 million ship, the first of four 
identical sisters, is noted mostly for its amenities: "North Star," a glass capsule on the 
end of a 135-ft arm that lifts up to (with as many as fourteen) for views over the ship 
and over ports;   bumper cars;  and, in one bar,  robotic bartenders. There's also vast 
pool decks, a big gym and health spa, almost two dozen  restaurants (there's no main 
dining room, in fact), a music hall, a pub, an ice bar, collection of shops (including the 
first at sea for Cartier) and a vast showroom offering a full production of Mama Mia.  
One our favorites was Two70 Degrees, a three-deck creation tucked at the stern with 
wide, 270-degree views and itself a lavish showroom, with so many varied uses, 
including windows that can become projection screens. And speaking of multi-purpose, 
the huge SeaPlex indoor gym handles not only those amusement park-like bumper cars, 
but – with the flick of a few switches – it can change to a basketball court or a trapeze  
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school or roller-skating rink or a ballroom dance floor. And nearby is the Dog House for a 
quick bite – two dozen varieties of hot dogs and sausages. "This ship is very interesting – 
but it is really more amusement park than cruise ship," said a visiting travel agent from 
Pennsylvania. "It is endless entertainment – and from end to end."   

The 22-knot Quantum of the Seas is leaving New York cruise service, however, in May.  
She's heading to China, where she'll be the biggest liner in fulltime Eastern service. "We 
have 300 booked for the entire 86-night voyage from Bayonne all the way to Shanghai," 
reported a Royal Caribbean sales agent. "Many others are booked for segments of that 
voyage. But already, we need to refit the Quantum – we have to expand the already large 
casino as well as add more high-end shops and enlarge others. The Quantum has to suit 
the special demands of the Chinese cruise market. The Chinese like gambling and like 
onboard shopping – and have lots of money to do both." 

SEABOURN: Excitement! The maiden voyage next year for the first of two new 
Seabourn luxury ships, the Seabourn Encore, sold out in two days! 

TUNIS: Tragic day!  Twelve passengers from an MSC cruise (aboard the MSC 
Splendida) and three from a Costa ship (the Costa Fascinosa) were killed during the 
terrorist attacks in Tunis on March 18th.   Twelve cruise passengers, all on excursions, 
were injured and two were reported missing.    

WORLD SHIP SOCIETY – PORT OF NEW YORK BRANCH: Celebrating its 50th 
anniversary this fall a great, big thank you, World Ship Society!  And so, a recollection 
from a very special evening almost fifty years ago: 
We had just introduced ourselves. An easy conversation followed – and it was all about 
my favorite subject: ocean liners. I then asked Dick Morse a specific question about an 
otherwise obscure Portugese passenger ship. He not only knew of the ship, but its then 
current whereabouts.  A big click for me – here was a person (and then others) who knew  
 

 

 

 

 

 

all about ships. That first chat 
with "Mr Morse," as we younger 
folk tended to call him for many 
years thereafter, remains etched 
in my memory. The date was 
December 3rd 1965, as we were 
about to board the brand new 
Sagafjord (shown here while in 
the Panama Canal)  down at Pier 
45 and mark the very first 
"gathering" of World Ship in New 
York. I have met and enjoyed and 
sometimes developed countless, 
long- lasting friendships with 
members. It has been like a 
 golden thread – and so thank you, World Ship. It has been a half-century of 

wonderfully rewarding friendships and encounters. Not even in my professional  
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teaching career did I make quite as many lasting connections. At the first meetings that 
followed that evening tour of the Sagafjord, everyone seemed to have an interest in ships 
– liners being favored, of course, but there were those who preferred freighters, ferries, 
even tugboats. Others liked post cards and deck plans. It was all fantastic fun – and 
immediately addictive. For years and years, I won't miss a Friday night meeting or 
special outing. Here were people of common interest – they knew ships and often knew 
them well. There was instant camaraderie. At those earliest meetings, the first addresses 
– and then the spare brochures and extra post cards – were swapped. 

What a great gift World Ship has given us – given me! 

        

 

        Anthem of the Seas Cruise 2016 

           Join Me! 

Join me for 7 nights from Cape Liberty/Bayonne, NJ on February 6th 2016 bound 
for the sun aboard the brand new Anthem of the Seas and calling at Coco Cay, Nassau & 
Port Canaveral. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

For reservations call my dear & longtime friend Sal Scannella (formerly 
Italian Line, 1960s-70s) at 1-718-987-7400 or sal@princesstravelinc.com 

 

 

Special group rates include all taxes: 

Deluxe Obstructed Balcony Cat DO - 
$1320 p.p. 

Interior with "Virtual" Balcony Cat N 
- $1,340 p.p. 

Superior Balcony Cat D8 - $1,500 p.p. 

 

The Quantum of the Seas & the Anthem of 
the Seas are in such great demand that we 
reserved space this far in advance to secure 
the best rates! 
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PHOTO SALON 

 

 

Along Luxury Liner Row at New York in the 1960s  

 

 

 

 

 

 

From top to bottom: 
Olympia 
Gripsholm 
Leonardo Da Vinci 
Oceanic 
Europa with Canberra in background 
 
All Photos: Bill Miller 
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HEARD ALONG THE BOAT DECK:  
 

You can meet lots of interesting, sometimes even very interesting  passengers aboard 
ocean liners.  Terry Hopley is certainly one – he has had the most diverse life. He has 
been in naval intelligence, a sports journalist for a newspaper, a tour operator, a ship's 
commodore,  an author and publisher and, most recently, a dance host aboard none 
other than the Queen Mary 2. Expectedly, he is gifted with a charming, very outgoing 
personality – and blessed, as he said, "with the gift of the gab". 

Born to a poor family in London, he certainly went on to create a diversely rich and 
colorful life. After doing naval intelligence with Britain's Royal Navy, he began the first 
of several re-inventions of himself – first becoming a sports writer and eventually 
writing for 18 different newspapers. "Back in the early '70s, I was invited to dinner 
aboard the Black Watch [9,600 tons] of the Fred Olsen Line," he said. "In the winter, 
that ship was carrying British tourists, 400-500 of them, on two-week cruises to the 
sunny Canary Islands.  On the return, it carried loads of tomatoes as well. I became 
interested in cruising. I  soon decided  I could book my sports page readers on cruises 
and so I chartered the Black Watch as well as her sister ship, the Black Prince, and 
later the bigger Blenheim. I accompanied the trips and, spending much time on the 
bridge, also began to take an interest in navigation. Soon, between cruises, I was taking 
shore side navigation courses." 

The travel industry, especially cruising,  appealed more and more  to Terry. He later 
bought Four Winds Cruises, one of the UK's biggest cruise ship charterers. He did lots 
of business with Gerry Herrod, a cruise legend of sorts, who was then running Ocean 
Cruise Lines with three ships – the Ocean Princess, Ocean Islander and, out in the Far 
East, the Ocean Pearl. Herrod's operations were all but ruined, however,  by the near-
sinking in the Amazon of the Ocean Princess. He later went on to buy  Russia's 
Alexandr Pushkin, rebuild it as the Marco Polo and start-up the Orient Line. When he 
later sold that ship and company, he created yet another cruise line. Terry added, "He 
kept re-inventing himself and his business.  Now, he was running the Aegean Dolphin, 
a converted ferry but that ran like a 'crab'. She was a terrible ship – she always turned 
the wrong way! Persistent, he later started Voyages to Antiquity and refitted that old 
ship as the 'new' Aegean Odyssey." 

Afterward, Terry himself teamed up with billionaire investor James Sherwood, who 
bought the famed Orient Express. The train was unable to travel between London and 
Istanbul, however, and so Sherwood bought a passenger ship, aptly named the Orient 
Express, for  connecting services – the train  from London to Venice and then the ship 
from Venice to Istanbul. 

Then it was on to the Greeks. Terry met George Louris, a Greek shipowner who ran the 
converted, 10,000-ton cruise ship La Perla. "She had been a French ship, the 
Ferdinand des Lesseps, that carried passengers in about four classes out to East Africa 
and Indian Ocean ports. Louris rebuilt her for Mediterranean cruising. Unfortunately, 
she had all sorts of problems in the beginning – being 'arrested' for unpaid bills, poor 
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onboard conditions  and often having more rats aboard than passengers. Louris refitted 
the ship re-invented  and then re-introduced her  as the La Palma. He appointed me 
'commodore'.  He paid me 1,000 pounds a day – and for ten years. He liked me. A 'real' 
captain was hired to run the ship, but I had full power, second only to Louris himself.  I 
wore full dress whites complete with gold buttons. George Louris  was a true Greek ship 
owner – wearing the best suits, diamond cufflinks, smoking expensive cigars.   
Sometimes we'd have meetings at the fancy Savoy Grill in London. Sometimes, he 
brought along his chauffeur, in uniform and who, I think, also played bodyguard.  
Onboard the ship, he kept an owner's suite just for himself. We were actually thinking of 
expanding and almost bought a second ship, the Portugese Funchal." 

      

 

 

 

 

 

 Terry left cruising for some years and moved to Australia (sailing out aboard Costa's 
Danae). While he consulted on the building of a cruise terminal at Brisbane and 
gradually took on an Australian accent, he missed ships and the sea. After returning to 
England, he formed a publishing company and returned to journalism, which included 
writing cruise reviews. "But I really wanted to go back to sea," he concluded. "I actually 
admired, even envied dance hosts and so, at age seventy, I went to dancing school. I 
danced for six hours a day, then went to an agency  and was sent off on my first cruise.   
I loved it. So here I am, dancing in the Queens Room aboard the last Atlantic liner, the 
Queen Mary 2." 

 


